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Overview 

 
Benefits of this Pinboard 

 

 

With interactive charts and graphs, the MAIS Pinboard: 
 

• Helps customers manage and analyze Medical Assistance 
Intercept System (MAIS) data. 
 
• Enables customers to improve the quality of the data 
reported to ISO 
ClaimSearch® by identifying the required reporting fields 
and information. 
 
• Provides the ability to develop customized reports using 
the filter, drill-downs, sorting and search functionality which 
is built into each widget. 
 
• Allows customers to review MAIS data for more than one 
office and/or state at a time, highlighting obligors and their 
match reasons. 
 
• Allows users to take advantage of one concrete location 
of claim information that requires updating to meet 
mandatory/statutory requirements for various states. 
 
• Provides reports pinpointing obligors, matches, ISO File 
Numbers and Claim Numbers. 
So let’s go ahead and get started! 
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Logging in  
 

When you log into ISO ClaimSearch, you will find the ISO ClaimSearch Insights link 
located in “My Products” as seen highlighted below: 

 

 

 

 
Each login will have specific access levels that will be assigned to the user. 
“Group” level access will provide you with an overall data view of  all 
affiliates/subsidiaries that fall under your organization. “Company” level access 
will provide you with a view of data  pertaining to your company based on your 
particular  ID. 
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Home Page 

The home page will give you an overview of: 

 Favorites – Answers and Pinboards you favorite will show up here. 
 

 Recently Viewed – For quick access, jump to any of the last few answers and 
pinboards you viewed.  

 
 Recently Trending – Discover which pinboards have been used by your organization.  
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Navigation 
 

At the top right-hand corner of your screen, you will see a navigation menu. 

Thisis consisted of 3 buttons: 

 

 

 Follow – Keeps you informed on updates and changes to MAIS pinboard. 
 
 Share – Give users the ability to share this pinboard with other users that have 

access.  
 
 Settings -  
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MAIS 
 

The ISO ClaimSearch MAIS Pinboard has been created has been created to 
provide insight into, not only your overall state participation selections your organization 
has made, but also your daily match activity. As with all matching service dashboards, 
we look to provide you with a clear picture of the services ClaimSearch is providing on 
your behalf. By participating in the ISO ClaimSearch Medicaid Reporting Service, 
participants satisfy the Medicaid requirements. 

 
 
 

 

 

On the Overview page you also have access to a robust filtering system to help 
you zero in on the data you are most interested in. 

For example, you can sort by specific company codes which provides you with 
company names and office codes associate with that company group. Sort by 
Date; which is broken down by date received and date occurred. Lastly you have 
Filters; which will give you the option to break the Pinboard down by state, ISO file 
number, claim number and policy type. 
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Please note you may see multiple 
offices/names under the same Company 
Code. This field will display the name of the 
company provided to ISO ClaimSearch at 
the date and time of match. Here, you will 
be able to select the office you are focusing 
in on to view the matches reported by the 
specific office. You also have the ability to 
exclude offices in your review and select all 
if you want an overall view. 

 

 

 

As a user, you have the ability to select 
which state you would like to filter down to 
identify matches from the corresponding 
state.  

 

 

 

Here, you will be given the opportunity to 
search for an obligor that has matched for 
child support.  
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Using this filter, you can filter by the ISO file 
that is associated with the claim that has 
matched.  

 

 

Here you will see your company claim 
number. Using this filter allows a user to 
identify a claim based on the claim number 
associated with the match reported by your 
organization.  

 

 

 

 

 

This filter will allow you to view the policy 
types associated with the matches from your 
organization.  
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The company code filter will allow you to 
view matches from a specific office code 
from your organization.  

 

 

The date filtering allows you to view matches 
for a particular subset of based on the range 
that you select. Date Received is the date 
that ISO ClaimSearch received the claim.  

 

 

Date Occurred is the date that is provided in 
the claim reported by your organization. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Claim Count by State 
 

This widget provides a color-coded bar chart that will indicate a company’s level of 
participation for the MAIS service. Below is the legend for map navigation – it will show 
you the different participation levels for each state. 
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Match Count by Date Submitted 
- This widget monitors the match 
count per date received. It 
displays the running total as well 
as the block total for each 
month. The blue bar shows the 
year-end total of all months. This 
is useful when reviewing your 
reporting on a monthly basis. 

 

 

 
Policy Type Chart - This chart 
displays the Policy Type that is 
submitted by the company and 
the associated offices. 
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Match Details & History 
 

This section will provide you will a roadmap into your analytics and give more of a table 
format view which filters by most recent date received. Once you click on the row in the 
table, the widgets above will update and provide the complete history of that obligor. 
Please note these are matches and may not result in liens issued by the corresponding 
state. 
 
The Match Details and History section puts information at your fingertips, as quickly and 
simply as possible. In essence, compliance reporting made simple. What we will be 
doing for you: 
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FAQ 

 
Frequently Asked Questions about the Pinboard and Usage, This section of the Pinboard will 
provide the basis for the following: 

 
 Once I have selected a specific policy type I wish to display on the MAIS 
Pinboard,             how do I confirm my change so that the display will update? 
By hitting the enter key, the other widgets will update once your number of polices 
you wish to view has been entered. 
 
 Why are there different colors on the Claim Count by State chart? 
The different coloration displayed for your organization show your level of 
participation with the corresponding state. Please see the legend on the right side of 
the graph. 

 
 Once I have entered the ISO File Number or Claim Number that I wish to search on, 
how do I confirm my change so that the display will update? 
By hitting the enter key, each widget will update to display your search results you 
wish to view. 

 What if you have a decrease in match count the following month with respect to the 
Waterfall chart?(I.E. April – 100 count; May – 50 count) 
Block color will be red to indicate negative value for proceeding month (May) 
 
Why does each match count display a specific number (I.E. count of 4 for each match type) but, 
there is only one row selected on the table? 
The sum of each match type is the history displayed. 

 Who do I contact if I run into technical issues? 
If you should run into any technical difficulties or functionality with this Pinboard, 
please contact ISOClaimsComplianceSolutions@verisk.com. 

 

 How often does this Pinboard refresh? 
The Pinboard will refresh on a daily basis. Normally, the night batch runs at 
2:00AM EST. 


